CH. RURIK ALISSA

Owner: Cheryl Lundblad & Suzan Wilder
LaCrescent, MN

Bitch
White, black and tan
12-14-1978 to 9-11-1981
Bred by Suzan Wilder

Ch. Bimbelot Duncan
Ch. Adage Duncan, CD
Shebang Duncan

Sire: Ch. Buckshot Duncan
Ch. Adage Duncan, CD
Ch. Haughty Duncan
Ch. Coquette Duncan

Dam: Ch. Kona’s Karu, CD
Shere Kahn’s Shehadi, CD
Kristull Aatavar Aristocrat, CD
Kristull Mirage
Ch. Willowviews Shondar Eclipse
Sadko Katja O’Willowview, CD
Ch. Shondar Ekaterina